In this paper, based on the homotopy continuation method and the interval Newton method, an efficient algorithm is introduced to isolate the real roots of semi-algebraic system. Tests on some random examples and a variety of problems including transcendental functions arising in many applications show that the new algorithm reduces the cost substantially compared with the traditional symbolic approaches.
Introduction
The problem of counting and isolating real solutions of nonlinear system is an important topic in computing geometry and many other applications in various fields, e.g., the real intersection points for piecewise algebraic curve [1, 2, 3, 4, 5] , the stability of a large class of biological networks [6, 7] , discovering non-linear ranking functions of loop programs in [8, 9] , automated proving inequality type theorem [10] and so on.
Many algorithms for real root isolation of one polynomial in one variable have been developed in [11, 12, 13, 14, 15] . For multivariable case, Xia et al. [16] proposed an algorithm based on Wu's method for isolating the real roots of semi-algebraic system with integer coefficients, and made it more available with interval algorithm in their later work [17] . There are also other algorithms based on different techniques, see [18, 19, 20, 21] for more details.
Actually, most of the algorithms mentioned above can compute the exact results because they depend on symbolic computations, but they are restricted to small size systems because of the high complexity of the symbolic computation. In order to avoid this problem, Shen et al. [22] presented a numerical algorithm improving the efficience based on homotopy continuation method combined with interval Newton iteration technique.
In this paper, we extend the numerical method to a class of semi-algebraic systems and transcendental functions. We always assume that the system is square and it only has isolated roots in C. In order to avoid the singularity of the Jacobian matrix, we also suppose that the multiplicity of these points are one.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Definitions and preliminaries about homotopy continuation method and interval arithmetic are given in section 2. Section 3 first gives a brief review of the numerical algorithm for isolating real roots of a class of polynomial systems, and then presents the numerical method for isolating the real roots of semi-algebraic systems. The experimental results together with comparison to symbolic methos is given in this section. Applying the new algorithm to some problems arising from piecewise algebraic curve, chemical engineering, robot kinematic problem, circuit design are shown in section 4. Finally, section 5 draws a conclusion of this paper.
Interval Arithmetic And Homotopy Continuation Method
In this section, some basic theories and tools about interval arithmetic and homotopy continuation method are presented.
Interval Newton's method
Interval operations were first introduced by Moore [23] . The key idea of interval arithmetic is substituting an interval for a floating number in numerical computation, which is used to tackle the instability and error analysis. For a more detailed and complete discussion the reader is referred to [24] .
A real interval X is a nonempty set of real numbers
the set of all intervals in R is denoted by I(R).
An interval vector X is a vector whose elements are intervals, and an interval matrix can be similarly defined. In the rest of this paper, we let X denotes the set of interval vector.
For an interval X, the midpoint of X is m(X) = (x +x)/2, the width of X is w(x) =x − x, and the radius of X is r(X) = (x − x)/2.
, the four element operations are defined as
. The intersection of two intervals X and Y is empty if eitherx < y or y < x. In this case , we write X ∩ Y = ∅.
For interval matrices and interval vectors, the concepts such as midpoint, width, radius, etc, and the arithmetic operations are defined in components.
Let R[x ] be the ring of polynomials in the variables (x 1 , x 2 , · · · , x n ) with coefficients in R, and f = [f 1 , · · · , f n ] be a polynomial system, where
Suppose f : R n → R is a function from a real vector to a real number,
for all x i ∈ X i , i = 1, 2, . . . , n. We say that
And it is easy to prove that all the polynomial operations satisfy the inclusive monotonicity.
In the following, we let f be the Jacobian matrix of f , and F, F be the interval extension of f and f with inclusive monotonicity, respectively.
Moore first define the following interval Newton's operators:
where V (X) is an interval matrix containing F (X) −1 . In order to avoid the computation of the inversion of interval matrix in formula (1), Krawcayk proposed the following operator:
where y is chosen from the region X, I denotes the unit matrix, and Y is an arbitrary nonsingular matrix. It has been proved that Krawcayk operator has the following properties.
Proposition 2.1. Suppose K(y, X) is computed by formula (2), then 1):
⇒ f has only one root in X, where int(X) denotes the topological interior of the box of X.
3): K(y, X) ⊆ int(X) ⇒ f has a root in X.
In particular, if y and Y are chosen to be y = m(X) and Y = [m(F (X))]
respectively, then the Moore form of the Krawcayk operators is :
where
Homotopy continuation method
Homotopy continuation method is an efficient numerical method for finding all isolated solutions of polynomial system. The method traces a path from the solution of an easy problem to the solution of the given problem by use of a homotopy continuous transformation . See reference [26, 27, 28, 29, 30 ] for more details. There also exists some software packages [31, 32, 33] for homotopy continuation methods. In our implementation, we use Hom4ps-2.0 which could return all the approximate complex zeros of a given polynomial system efficiently, along with residues and condition numbers.
Algorithm for isolating real zeros of semi-algebraic system
In this section, we will present an algorithm for isolating the real roots of a zero-dimensional semi-algebraic system. Our idea is to compute the isolated real root intervals of the zero-dimensional polynomial system first. In this step, we will use the hybrid algorithm introduced by Shen et, al [22] . Then decide whether these intervals satisfy inequations by substitution.
First, we introduce the definition of semi-algebraic system. A semialgebra system denoted by SAS can be written in the following form:
where n ≥ 1 and q, s, t ≥ 0. We call it zero-dimensional semi-algebraic system if {f 1 , · · · , f n } has only finite zeros in C. Following the notations in software package Discover [16] , we let f , n, p, h denote the polynomial equations, non-negative polynomial inequalities, positive polynomial inequalities and polynomial inequations respectively.
Real root isolation for zero-dimensional polynomial system
In this subsection, we introduce a hybrid method for the real root isolation of a zero-dimensional polynomial system, see [22] for more details.
Suppose we have obtained all the isolated approximate roots of f through homotopy continuation method. For each approximate root, the following proposition gives a method to construct initial interval which contains its corresponding accurate root.
n be an approximate zero of f. If the following conditions hold: 1: f (x) exists, and there are real numbers B and η such that
There exists a ball neighbourhood O(x, ω) such that f (x) satisfies the Lipschitz condition on it:
then f has only one root in O(x, ω).
Letx be an accurate root, andx be its approximation. Denote the Hessian matrix of f j by H j , and h i j its column vector. Let
where | · | max denotes the maximum module component of a vector.
A natural fact about r is that if r > Im(x ), thenx is a imaginary number, where Im(x ) means the imaginary part ofx . So we can delete some complex roots without using the interval arithmetic.
We use algorithms from [22] to compute ω and λ. According to the above descriptions, the following algorithm real − roots can be used for isolating real root intervals of f. Algorithm 1 : real − root − isolate [22] Input: Polynomial system: f, and a threshold τ . Output: Isolated intervals of f real − roots or {}.
Let real
Computing all the isolated roots of f, denote it by roots, and let nreal be the number of roots. 3. If nreal = 0, then return real − roots, and stop this program. 4. For i = 1 : nreal;
• let z be the ith element of roots, and determine whether z is a complex root using formula (5) and Im(z).
• If z is a complex root, stop; else, construct the initial interval of the real part of z according to proposition 3.1, and denote it by X 0 .
and process each half separately.
5. End For 6. If there exists some intervals in real − root such that they are not disjoint, then compute the intersection of these intervals, split each interval X i = X i1 ∪ X i2 , where X i1 denotes the intersection portion, process all the subintervals, and remove the subinterval which don't contain a real root of f. 7. If the width of an interval is bigger than τ , then bisect the interval and process each half separately. 8. Return real − roots.
Algorithm for semi-algebraic system
Now suppose we have obtained the isolated real root intervals of polynomial system f defined in (4) .
be an isolated real root interval of f , andx be the accurate zero of f such thatx ∈ X. Assume f is a positive polynomial inequality in (4) 1:
Hence, if [a, b] satisfies the first case or the second, we can easily decide whether X satisfy f or not. For case 3, it is difficult to decide the sign of f (x ). In the following, we present a method to solve this problem.
Let g = y 2 f + 1 be a new polynomial in R[x , y], and [f, g] be a polynomial system {f 1 , · · · , f n , g} in R[x , y], where R[x , y] denotes the ring of polynomials in the variables (x 1 , x 2 , · · · , x n , y) with coefficients in R. Assume Z = {Z 1 , · · · , Z m } is the set of the isolated real root intervals of [f, g]. Define the projection π : I(R n+1 ) → I(R n ) which remove the last coordinate of an interval vector in I(R n+1 ).
Theorem 3.1. If the intersection of X and π(Z i ) is an empty set for all
Suppose f (x ) < 0, then it is easy to see that the point (x , −1/f (x )) is the accurate zero of [f , g], so there exists an isolated real root interval Z i which contains the point (x , −1/f (x )). Hence the intersection of X and π(Z i ) is not an empty set, which contradicts to our suppose, so f (x ) ≥ 0. This proves the first part of the theorem.
On the other hand, assume f (x ) ≥ 0, then g = y 2 f (x ) + 1 ≥ 1 for any real value of y, so π(Z i ) does't containx for all i ∈ {1, · · · , m}. This establishes that the intersection of X and π(Z i )(i = 1, · · · , m) is an empty set. This completes the proof.
Similar to theorem 3.1, if we construct g = y 2 f − 1, then we can decide whether f (x ) ≤ 0 or not.
According to the above theorem, the following Deter − Sign can be used to determine the sign of
Input: A polynomial system f ; An isolated real root interval X of f ; A polynomial f , and an index I, the value of I is 1 or -1.
Output: If f (x )I ≥ 0, then return 1; else return -1;
2. Else
5. sum = 0; 6. For i = 1 : length(real − roots)
• If X π(real − roots{i}) = ∅, then sum = sum + 1;
• Else, return -1;
• End If 
In the following, a simple example is given to explain how the algorithm determines the sign of f (x ).
, and h = 3x + y − 4. It is easy to see that f and h has a common point (1, 1).
Using algorithm 1, we obtain an isolated real root interval of f which contains the point (1, 1) . So X 1 ∩ π(Z 1 ) = ∅ and X 2 ∩ π(Z 2 ) = ∅, then we have h(1, 1) ≥ 0. Similarly, we obtain h(1, 1) ≤ 0 through isolating the real roots of [ f , a 2 (3x+ y − 4) − 1]. Hence h(1, 1) = 0. Now, we give the following algorithm for computing the isolated intervals which satisfy the inequations h in (4). Algorithm 3: Dele − Inequ Input: Polynomial system f and h; isolated real root intervals real − roots of f .
Output:
1. Set Index = {}; 2. For s = 1 : length(real − roots)
• Substituting real − roots{s} into h, and suppose
• If length(set) = t, then break;
• End if
In the following, we will present a method to deal with the non-negative systems n in semi-algebraic system defined in (4). Algorithm 4 : Dele − N onnega Input: Two Polynomial systems: f and n; isolated real root intervals of f : real − roots .
Output: real − roots = {X ∈ real − roots|n(x ) ≥ 0, f (x ) = 0,x ∈ X}.
1. Set Index = {}; 2. For t = 1 : length(real − roots)
• Substituting real − roots{t} into n, and suppose
• If there exists some i ∈ {1, · · · , s} such that b i < 0, then let Index = Index ∪ {t};
• Else if there exists some i ∈ {1, · · · , s} such that 0
The following algorithm is to remove the intervals which satisfy p in (4). Algorithm 5: Dele − P osi Input: Two polynomial systems: f and p; isolated intervals real − roots of f ; Output: real − roots = {X ∈ real − roots|p(x ) > 0, f (x ) = 0,wherex ∈ X}.
1. real − roots = Dele − Inequ(f, real − roots, p); 2. real − roots = Dele − N onnega(f, real − roots, p);
Until now, we have described all the parts of the algorithm for isolating the real roots of semi-algebraic system. Here, we present the whole algorithm in the following. Algorithm 6: real − root − semi Input: A semi-algebraic system in the form of (4). Output: isolated real root intervals of (4) or return {}; In the following, a simple example is provided to illustrate algorithm 6 for isolating the real roots of a semi-algebraic system. Step 1: Denote the isolated real root intervals of [f 1 , f 2 ] by X, using algorithm 1, we obtain six intervals: It is easy to see that x 1 − 3.42 = 0 at any point contained in intervals X 3 , X 4 , X 5 , X 6 , so these intervals should be retained. Using algorithm 3 to process intervals X 1 and X 2 , we know that x 1 − 3.42 is equal to zero at the solutions of {f 1 , f 2 }, so we discard X 1 and X 2 at this step.
Step 3: Substituting X 3 X 4 X 5 and X 6 into P = {x 1 −0.3, x 2 }, we obtain the following four intervals where P(X i ) means interval extension P at X i , i = 3, 4, 5, 6. Obviously, X 3 , X 4 and X 5 should be deleted from X. Therefore, the isolated real root interval of SAS is
Comparison experiments
Algorithm 6 has been implemented in Matlab 2010a named real − roots − semi. In this subsection, we do some experiments (see Appendix A) to compare it with Maple package Discover described in [16] on the platform of Maple 15 classic work sheet. All experiments are carried out on a Dell PC with Intel Core i3-2120 at 3.30GHZ and 4GB of RAM in Windows 7. Table 1 gives the comparison of execution time. In the first row, M − d, N − v and N − p denote the max degree, number of variables, number of real points of the semi-algebraic system. And ∞ means the program out of memory. Among these examples, A.5 is from [17] , the other examples are chosen randomly. As shown in Table 1 , Discover is faster than real − root − semi for Example A.1 and A.5, since these semi-algebraic system are simple. When the system becomes more complicated, real − root − semi is more efficient than Discover. From table 1 we can also find that the costs of example A.6, A.7 and A.9 are much higher than those of other examples compared because these examples can satisfy the inequations.
Applications
Most engineering problems can be reduced to solving nonlinear equations. In this section, some applications from robot kinematic, piecewise algebraic curve, chemical engineering, circuit design are tested to show the efficiency of our algorithm.
Polynomial system
In this subsection, we first investigate applications of our algorithm to some polynomial systems.
Example 4.1. Production of synthesis gas in an adiabatic reactor [34] .
The above system of equations represents three atom balances, a mole fraction constraint, two equilibrium relations, and an energy balance equations. We obtain 8 real roots of this equation through 0.536665 seconds Example 4.2. Robot kinematic problem [35] .
All 16 real solutions were founded in 0.826805 seconds of CPU time, which is more efficient than 3.783 seconds CPU time in [37] to solve the problem. Example 4.3. This example addresses the equilibrium of the products of a hydrocarbon combustion process [36] . The problem is reformulated in the 'element variables' space. 
The value of parameter R i , i = 1, 2, · · · , 10 can be found in [36] . The method in [37] finds the single solution after 217.7 seconds of CPU time. Using our method, we only use 0.2964 seconds CPU time. Fig. 1) .
Suppose that f, g ∈ S 1 3 (∆) and on cell a :
on cell c :
On cell d :
We take the cell a for instance, isolating the intersection points of {f 1 | a , g 1 | a } lying in a can be converted to isolating the real roots of the following semialgebraic system:
Using the algorithm real − root − semi, we know that there is only one real root lying in a. Similarly, we conclude that {f 1 | c , g 1 | c } has one real point in the interior of c, and respectively, {f 1 | b , g 1 | b } and {f 1 | d , g 1 | d } has two common points in the cell of b and d.
Let the polynomial {f 1 | b , g 1 | b } be inequations, and append it to system (9), we conclude that a and b have a common real point. Hence, f and g have 5 real points. Methods given by Wang, et al., based on interval method, Groebner basis in [1, 2, 3, 4, 5] can also find the commom points of piecewise algebraic curve, but they did not consider these points which lie in the boundary.
Transcendental functions system
In practice, systems of transcendental functions appear in many applications [34, 35] , e.g., logarithm functions, exponential functions and trigonometric functions.
As far as we know, there exists three kinds of numerical methods to solve nonlinear equations: homotopy continuation method, Newton's iteration and interval bisection method. Each kind of algorithm has its advantages and disadvantages. Homotopy continuation method is a global convergence algorithm, but it can only be used for solving polynomial equations. Given an appropriate initial point, the convergence of Newton's method is typical local quadratic, but how to choose the initial point is a difficult problem. The interval method is unacceptable in computation when some conditions are complicated, such as more variables, the huge width of the initial interval and the more accuracy of the final result.
The basic idea of our method is to replace the exponential function by its Taylor expansion first. In this step, rather than using the initial interval, we reduce the width of the initial interval using interval algorithm, until the errors between the exponential function and its Taylor expansion is smaller than a tolerance. We then apply homotopy method to the polynomial system to obtain the approximate real roots. At last, the real roots of transcendental functions are found based on these approximate real roots using the Newton's method.
In the following, we apply this idea to solve a circuit design problem from [38] .
Example 4.5. Circuit design problem with extraordinary sensitivities to small perturbations.
(10)
The constant g ik are given by the following matrix 
Step 1: Since the exponential function in system (10) only contains variables x i , i = 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, we only bisect the intervals of these variables by interval Newton iteration. This is different from other algorithms. After 10 times interval iterations for each variable, we have the last interval of these variables [7.998046875, 8. So we only need 50 bisections, and this progress takes about 9 seconds. Now, we compute the interval extension of g 1k = x 5 (g 1k − g 3k x 7 10 −3 − g 5k x 8 10 −3 ) and g 2k = x 6 (g 1k − g 2k − g 3k x 7 10 −3 + g 4k x 9 10 −3 ), and using the Taylor expansion of the exponential function in the midpoint of the interval extension of g 1k and g 2k to replace e g 1k and e g 2k for k = 1, 2, 3, 4 in equation (10) . At this point, we use the second order Taylor expansion for e g 14 and the first order for other exponential functions. Note that the errors generated by this step are not more than 10 −2 .
Step 2: For the polynomial system obtained from step 1, there exists 37 homotopy paths, but only 4 roots are founded using homotopy algorithm, and only 2 of them are real roots. This process takes 1.469615 seconds.
Step 3: Let the two real points be the initial point of the Newton's iteration for system (10) . After 0.092 seconds we find that this two points converge to the same point. Compared withx, we find that the errors betweenx and the initial point from step 2 is 1.2602 and 0.0017, respectively. The last one is close tox which ensure the convergence of the Newton iterative algorithm in this step.
From the above description, we totally use about 11 seconds to find the real point of equation (10), which is much less than 436.5 seconds in [37] .
Conclusion
For a class of semi-algebraic system, this paper presents a numerical method for isolating the real roots. The algorithm first obtains the isolated intervals of a zero-dimensional polynomial system using hybrid technique [22] , and substitute it into the inequations, nonnegative system, and positive systems to remove some intervals. Such implementation will be efficient if the interval extension of constrained equation does not contain zero at the isolated real root interval of the system. Otherwise, we give a complete numerical algorithm to determine if a polynomial equation is equal to zero. We implement our algorithm in Matlab environment. Many random examples have been checked along with comparison to famous software Discover . At last, this new method is used to solve problems originated from several applications. For transcendental functions, we give an idea for solving this problem which is a combination of Newton's method, homotopy algorithm and interval arithmetic. However, the number of bisections, the order of Taylor expansion and the error control are deserved to further study.
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